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Abstract-- This paper proposes a dedicated algorithm for
location of single line-to-ground faults in distribution systems.
The proposed algorithm uses voltage and current phasors
measured at the substation level, voltage magnitudes measured at
some buses of the feeder, a database containing electrical,
operational and topological parameters of the distribution
networks, and fault simulation. Voltage measurements can be
obtained using power quality devices already installed on the
feeders or using voltage measurement devices dedicated for fault
location. Using the proposed algorithm, likely faulted points that
are located on feeder laterals geographically far from the actual
faulted point are excluded from the results. Assessment of the
algorithm efficiency was carried out using a 238 buses real-life
distribution feeder. The results show that the proposed algorithm
is robust for performing fast and efficient fault location for
sustained single line-to-ground faults requiring less than 5% of
the feeder buses to be covered by voltage measurement devices.
Index Terms-- Fault Location, Power Distribution, Voltage
Measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N the recent past, electric power regulatory agencies have
increased the requirements for electric utilities to maintain
electric power supply indices within quality standards. One
way of attending to these requirements is carrying out fault
location in an efficient way decreasing the customer outage
time. As a consequence, techniques, algorithms and
methodologies for fault location have received significant
attention of researchers. The main differences found among
various proposals for fault location on distribution feeders are
related to the number of used measurement variables and
required instrumentation, as well as the approach for finding
fault location.
Algorithms, methodologies and techniques for fault
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location utilizing measurements of voltage and current phasors
of fundamental frequencies at the sending node of the feeder
or at the substation, as well as the derived equations using
symmetrical components, suitable load modeling, and even
fault indicators installed on the feeders were proposed in [1][5]. Reference [6] proposes an association of fault indicators
installed along the feeder, fault distance computation,
statistical indication of frequency of fault occurrences on a line
section, and probabilistic analysis to carry out fault location.
Reference [7] presents an approach based on superimposed
components of voltage and current phasors measured at the
sending node of the feeder, derived phase-domain equations
and, as well as the suitable load model. Fault location
algorithms that use voltage and current phasors measured at
the sending node of the feeder at the substation were presented
in [8]-[10]. Loads are modeled considering their voltage
dependence and phase-domain equations were derived, which
enables the algorithms to be applicable for feeders composed
of double and single-phase laterals. Additional analysis for
selecting the most likely fault location among the fault
locations candidates was also proposed. Reference [11]
presents a method for fault location that uses fault indicators
installed along the feeder and fuzzy logic to model the
information from these devices. In [12] a technique using
voltage and current measurements at the sending and receiving
nodes of each line section of the feeder was presented. In this
way, it is possible to locate the faulted section very accurately.
Reference [13] presents a fault location methodology that
combines a power systems analysis program along with
database search method and pattern recognition technique.
This methodology locates the faulted point by means of
matching the measured voltage at the sending node of a
substation with voltages for the same point calculated using
fault simulations for each feeder node. Results are presented
for location of faults involving zero resistance.
This paper presents a technique for fault location on
overhead distribution feeders using measurements of pre- and
during-fault voltage and current phasors at the sending node of
a substation along with during-fault voltage measurements at
the nodes along the feeder. The proposed technique was tested
on an overhead, 13.8 kV, 238 nodes real-life feeder and the
results show that this technique is robust and efficient for
carrying out fault location in a fast and accurate way.
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II. FAULT LOCATION TECHNIQUE USING VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENTS
Fault location on transmission lines based on comparison of
measurements and simulations of both voltages and currents
was proposed in [14]. Similar approach for fault location on
distribution feeders was presented in [15]. This approach uses
pre- and during-fault voltage and current phasors measured at
the sending node of the feeder; during-fault voltage
magnitudes measured at some feeder nodes, and derived
equations using symmetrical components. In order for the
proposed technique to be applicable for the three-phase
untransposed feeders containing double and single-phase
lateral branches, all equations that were derived using
symmetrical components were replaced by phase-domain
equations. Fig. 1 depicts the data flow in the technique
proposed in this paper.
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Fig. 1 Data flow in the proposed technique.

Following are derivations of the algorithm proposed for
location of single line-to-ground faults.
A. Measurements at the Substation
Pre- and during-fault voltage and current phasors
measurements at the substation are obtained from intelligent
Electronic Devices (IEDs) placed on each feeder. IEDs can
measure and store the necessary quantities for carrying out
fault location. In order to extract voltage and current phasors
of fundamental frequency from the signals sampled by IEDs,
Discrete Fourier Transform for one-cycle data window is used.
B. Measurements along the feeder
During-fault magnitudes are measured at some feeder
nodes using voltage measurement devices dedicated only for
fault location purposes or using power quality devices already
installed on the feeder. Fault location accuracy depends on
where the voltage measurement devices are placed on the
feeder. An optimization strategy for placement of voltage
measurement devices using genetic algorithm is presented in
[16]. Communication channels should be available for sending

the measured data from remote feeder nodes to the computer
responsible for processing the fault location algorithm.
Voltage magnitudes are the rms values calculated by means of
equation (1) for one-cycle data window.

VRMS =

1 n −1 2
∑ vi
n i =0

(1)

where:
vi: voltage instantaneous value;
n: number of samples in one-cycle data window.
C. Substation Pre-Fault Power Rating Estimation
Pre-fault voltage and current phasors measured at the
substation level are used for estimating pre-fault power rating
at the substation. This is an estimation of the pre-fault power
rating at the substation because the measured power at this
point contains the total losses along the feeder. The larger the
losses of the feeder, the larger is the effect on the accuracy of
the fault location process.
D. Distribution Transformer Power Rating Estimation
One of the sources of the fault location algorithm errors is
the difficulty in estimating an exact loading of each
transformer during fault events. In this paper, loading for each
distribution transformer of the feeder is based on its nominal
power rating stored in a distribution system database,
substation pre-fault power rating, and average loading (β )
estimated taking into account electric bills of each customer
supplied by the transformer. Thus, the complex power rating
for each transformer can be calculated using the following
equation:


S SS
S i =  β i S iNom ⋅ nl Meas

β k S kNom

∑
k =1




 ⋅ [cos(ϕ ) + j sin(ϕ )]
SS
SS




(2)

where:

S iNom : Transformer nominal apparent power rating;
SS
: Apparent power rating measured at the
S Meas
substation;
cos(ϕ SS ) : Power factor for the measured power rating
at the substation;
nl: Total number of transformers supplying the feeder;
βi: Average loading of the transformer i.

E. Load Flow
In this work, load flow is calculated using ATP program,
and the load model is one with a constant impedance.
F. Fault Resistance Computation
Differently from the methodologies proposed in [8]-[10] for
each investigated node, a fault resistance value should be
calculated.
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Fig. 2 Three-phase model of the distribution network.

Fig. 2 depicts a generic three-phase distribution feeder.
Considering node i is the substation sending node, fault
resistance value can be computed according to the following
steps:
i) Starting from the sending node at the substation, duringfault voltage for node j is calculated using the following
equation;
Vafj  Vafi  Z aa Z ab Z ac  I ijaf 
 j  i  
  ij 
(3)
 Vbf  =  Vbf  − Z ab Z bb Z bc  ⋅ I bf 
 Vcf   Vcfi   Z ac Z bc Z cc  I ijcf 
   
 
where:

Zαα : Self-impedance of phase α of the line section;
Zαε : Mutual-impedance between phase α and ε;

Iαijf : During-fault current on the line section between
nodes i and j.
ii) Using computed voltages for node j and considering
L

I abcj is updated

for fault condition by means of the following equation;
 Vafj L j 
 j Ia 

I afL j   Vaj
 L j   Vbf L j 
I bf  =  j I b 

I L j   Vbj
 cf   Vcf L j 
 j Ic 
 Vc

where:

(5)

where:

Iαjk : Pre-fault current on phase α of the line section jk;

Iαjkf : During-fault current on phase α of the line section
jk.

Vαjf : During-fault voltage on phase α at node j;

constant impedance load model, load current

 Vafj jk 
 j Ia 
V
jk

I af   aj
 jk   Vbf jk 
I bf  =  V j I b 

I cfjk   bj
   Vcf jk 
 j Ic 
 Vc


(4)

Vαj : Pre-fault voltage on phase α at the node j;
L

Iαγ : Pre-fault current on phase α of the load Lγ;
L

Iαfγ : During-fault current on phase α of the load Lγ.
iii) Taking into account fault occurrence at the node j,
during-fault current through branch jk is computed using the
following equation;

iv) After load currents connected at the node j and
downstream branch currents of the node j have been updated
single line-to-ground fault current to the node j is computed
using the following equation;
Iαf = I αijf − ∑ I αLnf − ∑ I αmf
(6)
n∈Φ

m∈Ψ

where:
α: Faulted phase;
m: Downstream branch of the node j;
n: Load connected at the node j;
Φ: Set of all loads connected at node j;
Ψ: Set of all branches connected downstream of node j.
v) Fault resistance for node j is computed by means of the
following equation;
 Vαjf 
R fj = Re 
(7)

 Iαf 
vi) Now, considering that the fault did not occur at the node
j, and taking into account that the fault occurred at the node k,
during-fault current through branch jk should be updated
according to the following equation;

 Vafj

 j
Ln 
I
jk
ij
∑
af

I af  I af  n∈Φ   Vaj
 Vbf
 jk   ij  
Ln 
I
I
I
=
−
−


∑
 j
bf
bf
bf
   
V
I cfjk  I ijcf  n∈Φ Ln   bj
     ∑ I cf   Vcf
n∈Φ   j
 Vc



m∈Ω


I bm 
∑
m∈Ω


I cm 
∑
m∈Ω


∑I

m
a

(8)

where:
Ω: Set of branches connected downstream at the node
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j, excluding the branch jk.
vii) Return to the step i) and the same procedure is executed
until one fault resistance value is computed for each feeder
node.
h) Fault Simulation and Voltage Computation for
measurement nodes: Analogously to the load flow, fault
simulation is carried out using ATP program. During-fault
voltages for the measurement nodes are computed and stored
during fault simulation process.
i) Computation of during-fault voltage mismatches between
measured and calculated voltages for each measurement
node: Using measured and calculated voltages for each
measurement node the during-fault voltage mismatches can be
computed using the following equation:
i
i, j
δ i = Vmeas
− Vcalc

transformer according to (2), and fault resistance equal 10
ohms.
1
2
3
4
5

V

15
19

(9)

i, j
calc

fb = min j {max{δ i } − min{δ i }}

(10)

12
14
17
21
24
27
31
34
38
41
44
47
50

51
53
59

V : Voltage magnitude calculated for node i
considering fault at node j.
j) Selection of the likely fault location: Likely fault location
is selected based on the analysis of the values of δi for all
measurement nodes. The values of δi for the faulted node
should have the same magnitude. Then, selection of the likely
fault location node is done using the following equation:
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where:
i
:
meas
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where:
nm: Total number of voltage measurement devices;
nb: Total number of feeder nodes.
III. TESTS RESULTS
The proposed technique for location of single line-toground faults was tested on an overhead, 13.8 kV, 238 nodes,
real-life distribution feeder shown in fig. 3. Fault simulations
were carried out using ATP program. Loads were modeled as
constant impedances and average loading of each distribution
transformer (β ), varying between 0.90 and 1.10, was estimated
based on electric bills of each customer connected to the
transformer. Pre-fault load flow and faults to be located were
carried out by multiplying average loading of each transformer
by a random number (λ), varying between 0.95 and 1.05,
according to the following equation:
S i = β i λi S iNom

(11)

Fig. 3 Real-life feeder used for testing the proposed fault location technique.

Taking into account that five voltage measurement devices
were placed at nodes 11, 109, 166, 176 and 225, fault
simulations were performed for each feeder node and the
proposed technique for fault location was applied to locate the
faults. Two hundred thirty-six faults were simulated on the
feeder (from node 3 to node 238) and the results are shown in
table I.
TABLE I
FAULT LOCATION RESULTS

Obtained results for 236 fault simulations
Accurate fault location
Actual faulted node ranked as second faulted node
Actual faulted node ranked as third faulted node
Actual faulted node ranked as fourth faulted node

Total
208
19
6
3

where:
Si: Complex power assumed for the transformer i;

S

Nom
:
i

Nominal complex power for the transformer i;

βi: Average loading of the transformer i;
λi: Random number.
Fault location calculations were carried out taking into
account that the total power rating measured at the sending
node at the substation was allocated for each feeder

Table I shows that among the 236 simulated faults on the
feeder, 208 of them were accurately pinpointed while 19 of
them were placed in the second, six of them in the third and
three of them in the fourth position of the rank. Taking into
account the load deviation between fault simulation and fault
location process along with the feeder size and the number of
laterals present on the feeder, these twenty-eight wrong
indications do not affect the reliability and robustness of the
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proposed technique because all the nodes ranked before the
actual faulted node are within the same geographic area, i.e.,
nodes on laterals geographically far from the faulted node
were not pointed as the likely fault location.
Fig. 3 shows the values of fb, (10), for the likely faulted
nodes ranked for a fault located accurately. Fig. 4, 5 and 6
show the values of fb for the likely faulted nodes ranked for
three different faults, which were not located accurately.

first candidate node for the fault location, the node 117 is
ranked as the second one and the node 132 is ranked as the
third one. Although node 132 is indicated in the third position
of the faulted node ranking, the distance between nodes 131
and 132 is 96.6 meters, and the distance between nodes 117
and 132 is 59.4 meters.
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Fig. 6 Faulted nodes ranking for a fault occurring at the node 202.
Fig. 3 Faulted nodes ranking for a fault occurring at the node 91.
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Fig. 4 Faulted nodes ranking for a fault occurring at the node 9.

Fig. 4 shows the faulted node ranking for fault occurrence
at node 9. It can be noted that the node 12 is ranked as the first
candidate node for fault location. Although node 12 is
indicated as the likely faulted node the distance between nodes
9 and 12 is only 4 meters.
70
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30
20
10

Fig. 6 shows the faulted node ranking for fault occurrence
at node 202. It can be noted that the node 203 is ranked as the
first candidate node for fault location, the node 201 is ranked
as the second one, the node 192 is ranked as the third one and
the node 202 is ranked as the fourth one. In spite of node 202
being indicated in the fourth position of the faulted node
ranking, the distance between nodes 202 and 203 is 95.1
meters, the distance between nodes 201 and 202 is 72.8
meters, and the distance between nodes 192 and 202 is 49.1
meters.
Analyzing the twenty-eight cases where the actual faulted
nodes were not located accurately, it can be verified that the
results still present good estimates. Although first, second or
third position of the faulted nodes ranking are filled with nonfaulted nodes, these nodes are always in close proximity of the
faulted node. The usage of voltage measurements for carrying
out fault location always provides as results the nodes that are
in the neighborhood of the faulted node. Possible nodes
located far from the faulted node are excluded from the results
without the use of any auxiliary methods of diagnosis for
selecting the likely faulted point. By using the results from the
fault location technique, the maintenance crews are able to
locate either the actual faulted node or they can have a reliable
indication of the faulted area in a fast and efficient way. With
this approach the time spent on performing switching for
restoration and the outage time for the customers are
considerably decreased.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
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Fig. 5 Faulted nodes ranking for a fault occurring at the node 132.

Fig. 5 shows the faulted node ranking for fault occurrence
at node 132. It can be noted that the node 131 is ranked as the

A technique for locating single line-to-ground faults on
distribution feeders using voltage measurements along the
feeder was presented in this paper. At least two measurement
devices should be installed for performing fault location and
the maximum number is defined by taking into account
technical and economic constraints.
Results show that the technique is robust and efficient in
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finding the faulted node and/or the area near to the actual
faulted node. The usage of voltage measurements along the
feeder enables the proposed technique to locate faults
excluding the nodes located far from the actual faulted node
without using an auxiliary diagnosis method, like matching
waveform scenarios and analyses of the pre- and post-fault
power measured at the substation. These characteristics of the
presented technique are very important for electric utilities for
meeting standards imposed by the regulatory agencies.
As it was observed in the presented results, in some cases
the actual faulted node was not pointed accurately. This has
occurred due to the main error source that affects the accuracy
of fault location techniques on distribution feeders. This error
source is related to the transformers loading estimation. It can
lead the fault location technique to indicate the likely fault
location as being upstream or downstream from the actual
faulted point. In some cases, it appears that the first node in
the node ranking is further away from the actual faulted point
than the second, third or fourth one, but the distance is so
small that it does not have significant effect on the quality of
the obtained results.
One important characteristic of the proposed technique is
that it can be easily implemented using power quality
measurement devices already installed on the feeder since they
can provide data required for carrying out fault location. This
way, the power quality devices play two functions, namely,
power quality analysis and fault location. This multiple use of
existing devices is an important aspect that electric utilities are
considering while making future investments in the techniques
and devices for improving power supply quality and network
performance.
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